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Kristen Hassen-Auerbach is the Director of Animal Services at Pima
Animal Care Center (PACC) in Tucson, Arizona. PACC saves more than
90% of the 17,000 pets who enter the municipal shelter each year and
leads a numbers of innovative programs, including building largest foster
program in the U.S., with 5,100 pets going to foster homes in 2018.
Kristen formerly served as the Deputy Director at Austin Animal Center,
the largest, No Kill municipal animal shelter in America. While in Austin,
Kristen implemented comprehensive enrichment programs for cats and
dogs and worked in partnership with Austin Pets Alive! to bring the
community save rate to 98%.
Kristen writes and speaks regularly on topics ranging from foster care for
every pet to lifesaving marketing for at-risk animals to smart adoption
policies to social media for animal shelters. She teaches students from all
over the U.S. who visit PACC to learn about building model programs in a
high intake government animal shelter.

Workshop
Fostering is the future
Human foster care has transformed the way we care for homeless children, and today the idea that pets benefit
in similar ways is taking animal welfare by storm. Foster care can provide solutions for almost any shelter pet,
including those who are fearful, undersocialized, overly energetic, and those who just need a break from the
shelter to get noticed by adopters.
Foster care is helping communities save record numbers of lives while increasing public engagement and
creating safer, more humane organizations. Participants in this daylong session will learn how to create and
implement high-volume foster programs to serve most every pet. From field trips to overnights, emergency
fostering to “fospice,” this session will teach you how to transform your foster program and help you
troubleshoot common challenges.
You’ll work directly with industry leaders who have done it and learn why fostering is the future for shelter pets.

